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Fit for a King

price does seem a bit overstated. how- ever, upon unboxing the unit things start to become more evident. Not least because you don't have any ordi-. 
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TesT LIGHT



LighTFX CAMeO ZENIT B60



Fit for a King battery-powered and ideally controllable via wireless dMX. And naturally, it should also be weather-proof. one device that definitely meets all of these requirements is the ZenIT B60 from Cameo



M



ore than 1,000 euros for a spotlight? That can’t be right? Admittedly, when i first noticed the price i was shocked. Of course, the Cameo ZeNiT is suitable for outdoor use and features battery-power and a wirelessDMX module, but at first glance, the price does seem a bit overstated. however, upon unboxing the unit things start to become more evident. Not least because you don’t have any ordinary spotlight in your hands, but a real gem. it’s as simple as this: The ZeNiT B60’s elegant design is extremely impressive.For the test, we received the chrome version. A black version is also available. At almost five kilograms, the ZeNiT B60 is certainly no lightweight, but this is partly due to its high-performance battery.



Fit for the Road



Battery or Mains



The ZeNiT B60 is extremely well made and as such, has been perfectly designed for the rigours of the road. The front is dominated by four large lenses. i am also very impressed that no cheap plastic screws have been used on the double-thickness spotlight bracket, but instead sturdy metal wing nuts which can be properly tightened.



The spotlight can be used in a variety of ways and applications. First of all, you can select battery-power or mainspower operation. Battery-power operation provides a run-time of up to 24 hours of RgBW, and four days of single colour operation. We tested this claim and created a programme with constantly changing colours, and actually achieved a run-time of over 20 hours. i am also impressed that the ZeNiT B60 can be used as an emergency light. For this purpose, when it’s connected to the mains, it functions as a normal spotlight. But in the event of a power failure, the ZeNiT B60 automatically switches to cool-white light and battery-operation, and can be used, for example, as emergency lighting for an evacuation of the venue. This function also lends itself to other eventualities, such as in the event of a failure of the DMX signal.



On the back, there are four rubbercovered and thus weather-resistant connections where the power-connections and the DMX-connections from seetronic are concealed. A weatherproof power cable is also included and the OLeD display, with its touch-sensitive buttons and switches, are equally weather-proof. so the spotlight can easily be used even in the pouring rain.



TECHNISCHE ECHNISCHE DATEN › Colours



RGBW



› LED power



4 x 15 W CREE



The spotlight settings can be controlled via DMX – on the device itself or



› Battery Run-time 24 hours up to 4 days › Protection Class IP 65 › Wireless-DMX



Wireless Solution 2.4 GHz



› Dimensions



187 x 187 x 164 mm



› Weight



4.8 kg



outdoors: Whisper-quiet and suitable for outdoors From the rear, the cooling fins and the weather-proof sealed connections are easily recognisable.
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TesT LIGHT



with the supplied iR remote control. Of course, several units can be operated in master-slave mode, whereby the additional devices follow the commands of the first spotlight. The DMX signal can also be transmitted to the spotlight. For this, a wireless transmitter from the provider Wireless solution would be required.



Behind the term Wireless DMX: “Radio DMX” is not the same as “Wireless DMX”. Meaning, you cannot freely combine the systems, but should instead use only one manufacturer, which, by the way, must not necessarily be the light manufacturer.



Most Visually Appealing Not only because of its ultra-quiet operation is this LeD lamp very impressive. The ZeNiT B60 delivers not only extremely bright light, but also delivers rich colours and colour-blending. in addition, the dimmer curve can be configured so that the spotlight either reacts immediately – typical for LeD lighting – or that there is a slight delay and a softer reaction, more akin to that of a halogen lamp. At 11°, the beam angle could be described as relatively narrow. Using the two supplied frost filter discs, which can be installed on the front of the spotlight, the beam can be widened considerably. The narrow



strip of light can be transformed into a 25° or 40° wide floodlight in seconds. equally impressive is that despite their simple mounting, the frost filters are held firmly and do not rattle. ✖ erik schröder



AUF EINEN BLICK › CaMEo ZEnit B60 › Manufacturer Cameo is a brand of the Adam Hall Group. www.cameolight.com › Price (MSRP)



EUR 1,136



› Summary ▲▲ Absolutely weather-proof ▲▲ Three different beam angles ▲▲ Very stylish housing ▼▲ Too little information regarding cables
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Fit for a princess...? 

Meghan is still getting to grips with British manners. Rumours ... the correct forms of etiquette, which started out with things ... etiquette? 'With technology today,.
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Fit for a princess...? 

And who better to educate me than ... I'm more likely to be WhatsApping my mates then .... Afternoon Tea Bus Tour (from Â£55, london.b-bakery.com). For more.
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KING A DOSSIER Worksheets for many levels - Theatre En Anglais 

TRY TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS IN ENGLISH. Does Kay like going ... In pairs practice asking and answering the following questions: Do you like school?
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Sentinel Fit 

Personnalisez votre application en activant et dÃ©sactivant les fonctionnalitÃ©s de votre produit de maniÃ¨re transparente. > Licences inviolables : Garantissez la sÃ©curitÃ© de vos licences tout au long de leur cycle de vie, depuis la crÃ©ation jusq
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Craft & Technique: Catching A Perfect Fit 

â€œfish-mouthâ€� tube-notching process fits one curved sur- ... The tube hole needs to be centered .... large angle on the brace and then hand-file the small fish-.
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Basic fit 

Un avis que partage Hilla Levy Aslan, coach sportive à l'Orange Bleue Strasbourg parc des. Forges. En un an, elle a assisté au départ de 20% de la clientèle de ...
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Basic Fit 

du territoire, l'offre de la chaÃ®ne nÃ©erlandaise low cost Basic Fit n'est pas passÃ©e inaperÃ§ue chez les professionnels du fitness en France. L'arrivÃ©e de ce nouvel.
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Fit 120H 

such requirements, with the current edition of the National Building Code, and / or ASHRAE's â€œGood Engineering Practicesâ€�. Fantech reserves the ..... living areas. Fantech heat recovery ventilators (HRV) that use a supply fan shutdown for frost p
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King Lear 

Lear divides his kingdom: fatal error, ideological error. He transgresses order and codes. - Division means threat to kingdom, and in shak's time, constant threat ...
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King Conc 

BETON HARDENER Produit spÃ©cial pour amÃ©liorer la duretÃ© et la rÃ©sistence Ã  l'abrasion des sols en ciment, tnat â€œvieux que neufsâ€�. IdÃ©al Ã©galement pour sols ...
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EPAGNEUL KING CHARLES (King Charles Spaniel) - Fédération ... 

3 août 2012 - Paupières bien d'équerre par rapport à l'axe de la face. Expression agréable. Oreilles: Attachées bas, elles pendent tout à fait à plat contre les.
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Form Fit Night Splint 

num Ãºnico doente e nÃ£o estÃ¡ recomendado para utilizaÃ§Ã£o em mÃºltiplos doentes. Caso ocorra algum problema com a utilizaÃ§Ã£o deste produto, entre.
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King Lear 

The Fool: professional madness --> he speaks the truth under disguise, he's aware of ... the instability of human experience: weep out of joy, sing out of sorrow.
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king hu 

hine, sous la dynastie Ming. Gu Shengzai, vieux garçon lettré exerçant la profession .... musique WU Dajiang chorégraphie des combats HAN Ying-chieh, PAN ...
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KING-METER 

6.3 Assisted Power Select or Throttle Level ... The default figure of the top riding speed in the display is ... This indicates that the battery is severely low voltage.
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6 - King Vert 

dÃ©tendeur PM avec une sortie raccord rapide, contacteur manomÃ©trique, manomÃ¨tre, clapet anti-retour, soupape de sÃ©curitÃ©, robinet de purge, tuyauterie ...
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formation hbx get fit 
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Fit Guide Current 

When in doubt, call the Sky-Tec factory for confirmation. Installation of ... Sky-Tec will not warrant starter wear or damage on starters (or ...... CONT IO-520-BA.
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Liasse fiscale LIPTON FIT 

786 037. 694 137. 91 901. 1 357 630. 1 357 630. 38 367. 38 367. 374 119. 59. 374 059. 744 463. 744 463. 41 399. 41 399. 2 555 979. 59. 2 555 919. 3 342 016.
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Fit Guide Current 

Sky-Tec makes no claims that our. ST3 starter will ...... MHB-EO-26102 ...... One customer has called the factory to claim the NL will not fit on his Mirage. Dozens ...
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sprover - My FIT (my.fit.edu) 

Instrumentation Housing. â€¢ Motor Housing. â€¢ Transmission design. â€¢ Shaft connections. â€¢ Hub connections. â€¢ Electrical design. â€¢ Inadequate tether for power ...
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rue King Ouest Ã€ SOUS-LOUER FOR SUB-LEASE 

Premier vice-prÃ©sident | Senior Vice-President. Courtier immobilier agrÃ©Ã© | Certified Real Estate Broker. T: 514.849.1446 [email protected].
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rue King Ouest Ã€ SOUS-LOUER FOR SUB-LEASE 

ouverte. â€¢ 2 grandes salles de confÃ©rence. â€¢ Located on Road 112, between Jacques ... Mix of open space and closed offices. â€¢ 2 large conference rooms.
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Entropy-based Goodness-of-fit Test for Positive Stable Law 

The results reveal that the introduced approach here shows more ... This concept is widely used in information theory, statistical mechanics and statistics. ... respectively, the standard exponential and Weibull with pdf f(w) = Î±xÎ±âˆ’1 exp(wÎ±); w 
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